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Mount Dora Police Investigating Shooting/Homicide

Update: 12-03-2020:
The Mount Dora Police Department is saddened to report that Mr. Khiem Ba Trinh has passed
away. At this time, the case is now being investigated as a double homicide.
Investigators with the Mount Dora Police Department are working tirelessly following up on tips
and leads that are being reported.
The reward stands at $10,000 and Crimeline Posters have gone up around the area. If anyone
knows anything, they are being asked to call Crimeline at 1-800-423-TIPS.

Update: Correct Spelling of names:
Minh Nguyen
Khiem Ba Trinh

UPDATE: 12-01-2020 – Mount Dora Police Investigators have made next-of-kin notification
and have identified the victims as 47-year-old Mihn Nguyen (female, deceased) and 56-year-old
Khiem Ba Trinh (male, critical condition). Both were victims of an armed robbery.
Investigators said both victims were shot multiple times. They were long standing Mount Dora
residents and business owners and were well-known to the Northeast Community.
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At this time, the suspect remains at large. Police are looking for a male suspect, thin build,
wearing all black and a black hoodie. The suspect accosted Mr. Trihn and forced him back into
the store as they were closing for the evening. The suspect fled through the parking lot and was
not located.
A customer went into the store after the suspect fled and found them shot before calling 911.
Police are asking for anyone who may know something to come forward to help being justice to
the family.
If anyone knows anything, please contact Crimeline at 1-800-423-TIPS. There is a reward being
offered for any information leading to an arrest.
ORIGINAL RELEASE:
Mount Dora, Fla. (November 30, 2020) – Mount Dora Police Detectives are currently working
a shooting/homicide scene on North Grandview.
Around 8:50 p.m. a call came in about a shooting at the T & N Market, located at 1345 North
Grandview Street. Upon arrival, officers found a male and female, inside the store, with gunshot
wounds. The female was pronounced deceased on scene. The male was airlifted to Central
Florida Regional Hospital in Sanford in critical condition.
At this time, investigators are actively working this case and are trying to determine a motive.
More information will be released in the morning.
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